❅We Can Build A Snowman❅
A Block of the Month Program
by Debra Davis
Tuning My Heart Quilts, LLC

❅Queen Size Options❅

Finished Size 97" x 97"
These instructions will cover adding additional borders. You can adjust to whatever size
you want by increasing the width and length of the borders, just be sure to take your
measurements from the middle of the quilt to keep it squared up.
For each option you will continue to add the borders first to the sides and then to the top
and bottom. I provide the cutting directions but no step by step for adding these borders.

❅Option 1 ❅
For this option you will need:
Grey Fabric: 2½ yards
Dark Blue Fabric: 3 yards
Binding: ¾ yard
Backing: 9 yards
Cut the following:
From the Grey border fabric:
Inside Border:
(cut 2) 8½” x 63½”
(cut 2) 8½” x 79½”
From the Dark Blue border fabric:
Outside Border:
(cut 2) 9½” x 79½”
(cut 2) 9½” x 97½”
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❅Option 2 ❅
For this option you will need:
Grey Fabric: 3½ yards
Dark Blue Fabric: 2¼ yards
Binding: ¾ yard
Backing: 9 yards
Cut the following:
From the Grey border fabric:
Border #1:
(cut 2) 5½” x 63½”
(cut 2) 5½” x 73½”
Border #3:
(cut 2) 6½” x 75½”
(cut 2) 6½” x 87½”
From the Dark Blue border fabric:
Border #2:
(cut 2) 1½” x 73½”
(cut 2) 1½” x 75½”
Border #4:
(cut 2) 5½” x 87½”
(cut 2) 5½” x 97½”

❅Option 3 ❅
For this option you will need:
Grey Fabric: ¾ yard
Red Fabric: 5¼ yards
Binding: ¾ yard
Backing: 9 yards
Cut the following:
From the Red border fabric:
Border #1:
(cut 2) 5½” x 63½”
(cut 2) 5½” x 73½”
Border #3:
(cut 2) 11½” x 75½”
(cut 2) 11½” x 97½”
From the Grey border fabric:
Border #2:
(cut 2) 1½” x 73½”
(cut 2) 1½” x 75½”
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❅Option 4 ❅
Option 4 eliminates the last Dark Blue border from the main border instructions and
replaces it with a wider Dark Blue Border.
For this option you will need:
Grey Fabric: ¾ yard
Dark Blue Fabric: 5 yards
Binding: ¾ yard
Backing: 9 yards
Cut the following:
From the Dark Blue border fabric:
Border #1:
(cut 2) 6½” x 61½”
(cut 2) 6½” x 73½”
Border #3:
(cut 2) 11½” x 75½”
(cut 2) 11½” x 97½”
From the Grey border fabric:
Border #2:
(cut 2) 1½” x 73½”
(cut 2) 1½” x 75½”

A Note about Copyright: The pattern itself is copyrighted. Basically, please do not make copies of my patterns for
others in either print or digital form. I would love it if you would direct people to my website to download their
own copies of my patterns-in this way you will be thanking me for my work and supporting what I provide to you.
Yes, you can sell your items made from my patterns.
Any physical items you create with my patterns are yours and there are no restrictions on what you can do with
them. So go ahead and enter them in shows, sell them, donate them for auctions, etc. You are not required to
mention Debra Davis or Tuning My Heart Quilts in any way.
However, it does help me out a lot when you do.
When you share the project and tell your friends about me and my quilt designs and tutorials, it helps me stay in
business and support my family. I really do appreciate it when you share and let others know you found my
quilting tutorials and patterns helpful.
So attribution is not required, but definitely appreciated!
Please pay it forward and pay it back and let me know when you create a quilt from one of my patterns. And if you
tag me on Facebook @tuningmyheartquilts and if I see it I will be able to comment back to say thank you!
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